“RhB World Record Quiz” contest

I General Information
RhB World Record Quiz (hereinafter referred to as the “contest”) is the name of a contest organized by ABB Schweiz AG (hereinafter referred to as “ABB”), which be entered in electronic form from October 5 to 16, 2022. All participants will be entered in a prize draw for tickets to the RhB World Record festival grounds on October 29, 2022.

II Eligibility
1. All natural persons over the age of 18 residing in Switzerland are eligible to participate.
2. Each person may enter the contest no more than once.
3. Employees of ABB, employees of agencies or partner companies commissioned to carry out the contest, and family members of such employees residing in the same household are excluded from participation in the contest.
4. Participation with temporary or fake e-mail addresses or using scripts, entry services, or the like is prohibited.

III Participation
1. To take part in the contest, participants need to have answered the online quiz questions correctly and confirm their participation by October 16, 2022.
2. To be able to take part in the contest, participants must provide their last name, first name, postal address, and e-mail address as well as accept the Terms and Conditions of Participation and the Privacy Policy. ABB will then send a confirmation e-mail.

V Contest Prizes
Tickets for admission to the festival grounds can be won in the contest. Each winner will receive two (2) tickets:
a. 4 x 2 festival tickets without VIP tent access (“Standard VIP Tickets”; such tickets are equivalent to the tickets officially available to the public for purchase)
b. 1 x 2 festival tickets with VIP tent access (“VIP Festival Ticket”; such tickets are not officially available to the public for purchase and include: Travel by train from Chur, admission to the Railway Museum, VIP lunch and VIP drinks reception in the tent, admission to the public tent and RhB day ticket, 1st class, valid on the day of the event)
c. The first 10 (ten) participants will be entered in the drawing for the VIP Festival Tickets, while all other participants will only be eligible for the “Standard VIP Tickets.”

VI Prize Draws
1. General information and responsibility
ABB is responsible for implementation of the contest. All decisions relating to implementation of the contest are made in consultation with the ABB employees present, who are also entitled to make decisions in case of dispute. Confirmed decisions, as well as the results of the contest drawing, are final.
2. Distribution of prizes
The contest system will automatically allocate the prizes to the individual participants according to defined criteria and rules.
3. The results of the contest drawing are documented in a drawing log, which can be viewed on request.
VII Prize Handover

1. Prize winners will be notified by e-mail within three (3) business days of the drawing.
2. The winners will receive the tickets by postal mail at the address they provide.
3. Prizes will not be paid out in cash. ABB may replace an advertised prize with another prize of equal value at any time.

VIII Miscellaneous

1. Participants who violate Terms and Conditions of Participation and/or manipulate the contest may be excluded from participation in the contest. If the conditions for exclusion from the contest are met, the corresponding corrections may be made to the ranking lists, prizes may be withdrawn (also retroactively), and prizes that have already been delivered may be reclaimed.
2. ABB as the organizer or the agencies or partners commissioned with implementation of the contest are entitled to discontinue, cancel, or suspend the contest if proper implementation can no longer be ensured. This applies in particular to hardware or software failures, program errors, computer viruses, or unauthorized interventions by third parties, as well as mechanical, technical, or legal problems.
3. ABB strives to make the contest accessible on all common web browsers and to make it possible to participate in the current versions of these browsers. If a web browser or a particular web browser version is not supported, no entitlement to participation in the contest can be derived from this.
4. If it is not possible to send e-mails to the winners (such as due to technical problems or spam filters), there is no entitlement to compensation.
5. By participating in the contest, the participant accepts these Terms and Conditions of Participation as well as the publicity associated with any prizes, in particular having their name and city or town of residence listed on the ABB homepage (https://new.abb.com/ch or https://global.abb/topic/rhbworldrecord/de) and to having this information mentioned or published in other media.
6. In the event of erroneous or incorrect publication of information, only the results of the drawing are relevant for entitlement to prizes, not the information that may have been incorrectly published.
7. At no time will the contest data be shared with third parties.
8. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the contest.
9. All decisions are final.